Secure Speech Environments

Protect sensitive information
and discussions in a
specially-designed, fully
secure area within your
own premises
The threat of important information being compromised is greater than
ever before as technical intelligence-gathering capabilities rapidly evolve.
As the UK National Authority for Counter-Eavesdropping (UK NACE)
we can help you protect against this and ensure the integrity of
your most confidential and sensitive information by creating a
bespoke area for secure speech whether face to face, on the
telephone or through video conferencing.

Secure Speech Environments
About UK NACE

A secure conference room

UK NACE has more than 65
years of experience in detecting
and protecting against technical
espionage attacks. Working in
the most hostile environments
across the world, UK NACE
operates at the forefront
of technology and works
alongside other global leaders
in electronic counter-espionage.
Its research and development
into security solutions to counter
technical eavesdropping
attacks is also helping to
ensure information remains
secure and protected globally.

A room-within-a-room, this is an
acoustically protected working
area for sensitive discussions
that can be further protected
by secure access control when
required. Built with air ventilation,
a power and telephone outlet and
including hard-wearing carpet
tiles and curtains for extra privacy
if needed, the room is visually
impressive enough to double as a
regular conference room or office
space when not required for
secure speech.

Features and benefits

As with the secure conference
room, we can provide you with a
high level of assurance of secure
communications when using
any secure telephone or video
conferencing system

Each installation is designed to
protect against both technical
and acoustic attack and
intrusion and will be uniquely
created to your requirements.
Features will include:

Our security cleared staff
provide an end-to-end service
that is fully secure from
point of design through to
delivery and installation.
We can also provide extensive
training on operating the secure
speech environment so that
you can make the most of all its
features and benefits.

Secure telephone and video
conferencing facilities

A screened enclosure
Self-supporting within your
existing premises, the secure
speech environment can
be created as a private yet
comfortable office style working
environment complete with air
conditioning, power and full ICT
connectivity. This is important
as some of your most important
meetings, conversations and
tasks will take place inside it.

For more information: Call 01908 515789
www.fcoservices.gov.uk

Your service from FCO
Services

About FCO Services
FCO Services is part of the
Foreign and Commonwealth
Office, supporting them for
more than 65 years. We
provide secure services to
an overseas network at 267
posts in 152 countries.
Our staff are vetted, highly
trained and professionally
qualified with a huge wealth
of experience. We work
in partnership with our
customers to achieve the
solutions they need and
work to drive efficiency and
pass the savings on.
We have experience in
dealing with the highest
levels of security threats
and anticipate future
security challenges and
develop solutions to help our
customers.
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